QUAI TOUNIS, LA GUINGUETTE
Surface : 600 m²
Building cost : 300,000 €
2015 - 2018

This floating transitional restaurant and bar is in summer installed on the river.

In refined wood, the whole is at once aesthetic and simple. A terrace, a bar and some tables protected by a canopy allow a small tasting around fresh products. In the evening, the guinguette spirit comes aboard, enhanced with colorful lamps. “Here it’s simple but authentic. With in panorama, the pretty rounded arches of Pont-Neuf and the cackling of the ducks for companions of lunch. A site on the water where you can take the air and escape that gives the banks of the Garonne a breath of life.

The floating deck consists of a modular design that allows easy assembly, disassembly and storage. When the water level is high, the restaurant must be disassembled. Only certain elements such as the kitchen and toilets are fixed under the stairs of the quays Tounis.

PORT VIGUERIE
Surface : 9805 m²
Building cost : 4,5 M€
2015 - 2018

The development of the port Viguerie will make this place a link between the historic ports of the right bank of the Garonne and the architectural heritage of the Saint-Cyprien district, between the Hotel-Dieu and La Grave. On the monumental brick wall a new belvedere is shaped connecting the port Viguerie with the bridge Saint Pierre and generating a complete new vantage point over the Garonne.